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Chapterr 8 

Photometryy of EF Pegasi During 
Superoutburst t 

S.. B. Howell. R. Schmidt, J. DeYoung, R. Fried. P. Schmeer, and L. Gritz 
Publ.Publ. of the Ast. Soc. of the Pac. 1993, 105, 579 

A B S T R A C T T 

EFF Pegasi was observed photomet r ica l ly dur ing a superoutburst in 1991 October. Su-

per lu impss seen dur ing these observat ions were best fi t with a period of 2.09 hr. Th is per iod 

iss used to de te rm ine a likely orbi tal per iod of 2.05 hr and a mass rat io {M2/M\) of 0.2(i. 

D is tancee es t imates for EF Peg give values of 250 to G0Ü pc. 

8.11 Introduct io n 

Catac lysmicc variables (CVs) are a group of ob jects consist ing of close binaries in which 

masss is t ransferred from the secondary star to the p r imary star. T he rate of this mass 

transferr and the t ype of p r imary object are cr i ter ia which lead to a variety of types of ( 'V . 

Reviewss are given in Pat terson (1984) and Wade and Ward (1985). Of par t icu lar interest 

heree are the systems in which the pr imary star is a whi te dwarf and the secondary is a 

latee t ype main sequence star. Mass is t ransferred from the lale type s lar through the inner 

Lagrangiann point towards the whi te dwarf pr imary. This mater ial forms a disk around the 

p r imaryy (conserv ing angular m o m e n t u m] or. in the rase of highly magnet ic whi l e dwarfs. 

thee creat ion of the accret ion disk may be d isrupted or complete ly non-existent. 
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1400 Photometry of EF Pegasi During Superoutburst 

Dwarff  novae are one subclass of C'V, and are characterized by having outbursts of from 2 

too more than 8 magnitudes which last for days to weeks, separated by weeks to years. Within 

thiss group, subgroups are present and are distinguished by their outburst behavior. One of 

thesee subgroups, the SU UMa type systems (Warner 1976). has orbital periods of £ 2 bl-

andd at times show longer duration, slightly brighter outbursts called superoutbursts. These 

superoutburstss have the interesting property that photometric observations made during a 

superoutburstt reveal periodic sinusoidal-like modulations called "superhumps1'. The period 

off  these superhumps is l%-99£ longer than the binary orbital period. 

EI-- Pegasi is a poorly studied cataclysmic variable first noted by Holfmeister (1935). 

II  he fourth edition of the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (Kholopov cf al, 1985) lists 

FTT Pegasi as a C'V' of the dwarf novae variety. Tsesevich et al. (1979) give a brief history 

off  the early meager studies of EF Peg, including the belief thai it is was a Mira variable. 

Examinationn of many plates taken by Tsesevich et al. (1979) and references listed within 

showw that EF Peg has irregularly spaced outbursts rising to a photographic magnitude 

maximumm of — 10.8. Tsesevich d al. state that there is evidence from this monitoring 

whichh gave the impression that some of these outbursts were extended in length, i.e., > 5 

days,, possibly being superoutbursts. 

Gessnerr (1988) searched ~ 90Ü Sonneberg patrol plates covering the years 1928-1986, 

lookingg for further brightenings of EF Peg. The limiting magnitude of the plates was 11.6-

12.0,, so only maxima could be detected. Nine maxima were discovered and Gessner con-

cludedcluded that EF Peg has a time between outbursts of near 162.5 days, similar to that men-

tionedd by Holfmeister (1935). One of us (PS) has inventoried EF Peg every possible night 

sincee 1988 and only the outburst discussed in detail here plus a poorly studied one in 1992 

Julyy (maximum near 8 July 1992. 266 days after the October 1991 outburst) were observed, 

PSS finds that a cycle length of 251 days fits the outburst data as well as the 162.5-day period. 

Thee photographic maxima used by Gessner (1988) for a rough cycle length estimate1 cannot 

bee used to distinguish between regular and superoutbursts as 1 lie sampling was too poor. 

EFF Peg was long thought to be a I3th magnitude star (designated as star "w" in 

Tsesevichh ft al. [1979] which is listed as star 11172025 in the HST Guide Star Catalogue; 

HAA = 21 15 04,15. DEC = +14 03 47.45 [42000]). and its brightenings from 14th to 11th 

magg seemed reasonable for a Mira type object. Tsesevich it al. (1979) obtained a plate of 

thee region during a time when EF Peg was in outburst. They noted that star "wv was visible 

butt there was a "satellite" object with a brightness of 1.4.7. This provided the first clue that 

thee star "w was XO 1 the variable1 and that EF Peg was a close apparent eompanion to star 

"w" .. lying ~5 arcsec away at position angle 305°. It was then confirmed on another plate 

takenn by X. Samus that EF Peg was indeed a close companion with a minimum magnitude 
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off  fainter than 17th. The POSS plate of this region, if examined carefully, also shows a 

slightlyy elongated image, possibly revealing the presence1 of a close companion to star "w" . 

Thee digitized sky, used for the HST Guid( Star Catalogue, shows EF Peg to have a likely 

minimumm magnitude of V ~ 18th (Downes 1992). 

Duringg October 1991, EF Peg underwent a superoutburst lasting > 15 days and it 

reachedd I ' — 10.7. We present here photometric observations for EF Peg during this super-

outburst.. Our photometry provides: 1) the superhump period for EF Peg. 2) an estimate 

forr the orbital period of EF Peg based on derived relations between superhump period and 

orbitall  period; 3) an estimate for the mass ratio (q) and the individual masses of the system; 

4)) the outburst decline light curve from maximum to > 20 days after maximum; and 5) 

distancee estimates for EF Peg. 

8.22 Observations 

Thee observations of this recent superoutburst of EF Pegasi reported here came from 

threee sources: visual observations made by Schmeer, photoelectric observations made at 

Braesidee Observatory (BO) by Fried, and CCD observations made at USNO by Schmidt. 

DeYoung,, and Gritz. A summary of all these observations is given in Table 8.1. A finding 

chartt showing EF Peg is given in Fig. 8.1. 

8.2.11 Visual Observations 

Thee visual observations made by P. Schmeer used a 203mm Schmidt-Cassegrain tele-

scope.. Magnitude estimates for EF Peg were made with respect to the photovisual sequence 

givenn in The Astronomer variable star chart, series. These observations have been reported 

byy Schmeer in I AC Circulars 5369, 5372. and 5378. 

8.2.22 Photoelect r ic Observations 

Att Braeside Observatory. 126 differential photoelectric photometry observations were 

obtained.. These were made with the Braeside 0.4-m Cassegrain telescope and a Hamamatsu 

Rll  463-01 multi-alkali end-on PMT on the nights of VT 1991 October 17-20. 23. 25. 27, and 

29.. The telescope and photometer are computer controlled from a separate building and the 

raww data is automatically saved to hard disk and hard copy after each observation. More 
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Tablee S.l: EF Peg Observing Log 

Octt 199 

I TT Date 

13.839 9 

14.913 3 

15.779 9 

15.826 6 
15.853 3 

15.904 4 

17.999 9 

19.767 7 

21.790 0 

22.740 0 

25.904 4 
26.806 6 

29.859 9 

22 Y'isua 

V V 

1E E 

M M 

stimates s 

dgnitude e 

(13.5 5 

(13.0 0 

10.9 9 

10.9 9 

10.7 7 

10.9 9 

11.2 2 

11.3 3 

11.5 5 

11.7 7 

12.2 2 

12.4 4 

13.0: : 

Braesid d 

I TT Date 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 
20 0 

25 5 

27 7 

29 9 

Be e 

11 Observatory 

ginn (.11)2448+) 

546.6642 2 

547.7410 0 

548.6214 4 

549.6250 0 

554.6296 6 

556.6191 1 

558.6937 7 

End d 

546.8033 3 

547.8131 1 

548.8014 4 

549.7455 5 

554.6301 1 

556.7098 8 

558.7000 0 

No.. of Points 

27 7 

17 7 

43 3 

19 9 

1 1 

17 7 

1 1 

USS Naval Observatory 

Run n 

1 1 
2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

fi i 

i i 

8 8 

9 9 

If) ) 

11 1 

12 2 

I TT Date 

19 9 

23 3 

24 4 

26 6 

27 7 

28 8 

2!) ) 

30 0 

31 1 

01 1 

02 2 

06 6 

Beg g nn (JD 2448+) 

548.488 8 

552.465 5 

553.466 6 

555.486 6 

556.469 9 

557.469 9 

558.495 5 

559.462 2 

560.469 9 

561.483 3 

563.464 4 

506.480 0 

End d 

548.571 1 

552.637 7 

553.584 4 

555.624 4 

556.547 7 

557.659 9 

558.613 3 

559.580 0 

560.593 3 

561.618 8 

563.480 0 

566.500 0 

hit t Timee (sec) 

90 0 

120 0 

120 0 

120 0 

120 0 

110 0 

120 0 

180 0 

180 0 

240 0 

400 0 

360 0 

No.. of Points 

62 2 

102 2 

69 9 

70 0 

71 1 

106 6 

70 0 

50 0 

27 7 

40 0 

1 1 

i i 
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Tablee 8.2: Braeside Obs. 

Compp Star V B - V U - B 

"a""  10.89 +0.97 +0.78 

"b""  10.21 +0.74 +0.22 

Comparisonn Stars 

RAA (2000) DEC (2000) 

211 15 28.013 +14 06 10.19 

211 15 12.823 +14 03 22.10 

 Li 

N N 

EF F 

-iBL, , 

/ / 

*/ */ 

y y E E 

/ / ''  I 10 0 
\ \ 

Fig.. 8.1.— CCD image showing the field near EF Peg. Stars marked correspond to those 

listedd in Table 8.4. The image is a 15-second exposure in V taken with a TI CCD on the 

1.8mm Perkins telescope at Lowell Observatory. The frame is 5'.3 on a side and was taken on 

FTT 1992 July 27 at 10:21. EF Peg has a V magnitude of ~ 18.5. The image was kindly 

providedd by P.M. Wagner and R. Bertram. Star "w" is located at RA 21 15 04.45, DEC 

++ 14 03 47.45 (.12000). 
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detailss of Braeside Observatory and the instrumentation is rontained in Fried (1990. 1991. 

1992). . 

[[  he companion star "w" , at 5 aresec separation, was included in the 30 aresec diaphragm 

usedd for all BO observations. The effecl of inclusion of the star "w" in the Braeside data on 

thee nights of 27 and 29 October 1992 I T (and possibly 25 October 1992 FT) manifested itself 

byy causing the mean magnitude of the observations made on these dates to be ~0.31 mags 

abovee the means obtained from the Naval Observatory «lata (see below). (This correction 

hass been applied to the BO data for these nights in Fig. 8.2.) 

Thee comparison and check star used for each night of differential observations al Brae-

sidee are indicated as stars "b'" and "a" respectively in Tsesevich ct al. (1979) and their 

positionss from the HST Guidf Star CatalogiK are given in Table 8.2. All-sky observations 

off  the comparison stars were obtained in Johnson ('. 13. and V when conditions were photo-

metric.. These observations were made on UT November 8th and their magnitude and color 

informationn is given in Table 8.2. 

Differentiall  magnitudes of the form Variable minus Comparison (V — C) and Com-

parisonn minus Check (C — K) were formed for all the October measurements. Integration 

timess were 15 seconds in all cases, with each magnitude determination consisting of three 

separatee integrations averaged together. Check star observations were made several times 

duringg each night of observation. In order to collect light curve data as fast as possible, the 

differentiall  measurements were made only in the Johnson V filter, however, Johnson V and 

BB colors were also obtained at least once each night as listed in Table 8.3. All raw data were 

reducedd using the Braeside standard reduction routines with the instrumental magnitude 

valuess standardized to the Johnson system with average BO seasonal extinction applied. 

8.2.33 CCD Observations 

All  the Naval Observatory in Washington D.C., images were obtained with a 0.G in 

reflectorr and a Thomson THX31156 CCD with Photometries Metachrome II coating. All 

thee USNO observations of EF Peg used a. 4.4 mm IlC-9 (Kron-Cousins I) filter. Dates of 

observationn and integration times are given in Table 8.1. The USNO CCD data were reduced 

andd differential light curves were constructed using DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987) aperture 

photometryy on flat-fielded image's. The primary comparison star {HST (75C star number 

730/11172400)) was 268" from F F Peg at PA 147°. 

figuree S.l shows a 15-second \ exposure of the field near FF Pegasi. The variable is 

clearlyy separaled from star "w' . Measurements made from this CCD image give a separation 
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DAYSS AFTER MAXIMUM 

EFPEG G 

''  » II  I 

Fig.. 8.2.— The outburst light curve of EF Pegasi. Note the two distinct slopes present 

duringg the decline. The nightly scatter shown is due to superhumps present in the data. 

Tablee 8.3: Colors of EF Peg" 

UTT Date 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

23 3 

25 5 
27 7 

29 9 

vvb b 

11.6 6 
11.2 2 

11.9 9 

11.9 9 

11.7 7 
12.2 2 

12.4 4 

13.0 0 

U-B U-B 

-0.95 5 

-1.06 6 

-0.89 9 

-0.99 9 

-0.97 7 
-0.62 2 

-0.68 8 

-0.78 8 

B-V B-V 

0.67 7 

-0.06 6 

-0.65 5 

-0.69 9 

-0.56 6 

-0.59 9 

-0.50 0 

-0.35 5 

Notes s 

c c 

1 1 

d d 

e e 

f f 

f f 

d d 

f f 
aa I a = 0.05 mag. 
!'' Data from Table 8.1. 
cc Mean of 3 U - B. B - V observations. 
dd Mean of 2 U — B, B — V observations. 
ee Mean of 4 U - B, B - V observations. 
!! Onlv 1 U — B observation. 
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fromm s tar "w" of 5".34, at posit ion angle 292°. T he V magn i t ude de te rmined by compar ison 

wit hh ca l ibrated stars in the field (see Table 8.4) is IS.5. giving EF Peg an ou tburst amp l i t ude 

off  ~ 8 mags. 

8.33 Discussion 

Figuree 8.2 shows the ou tburst decl ine light curve and contains pho tomet r ic da ta both 

fromm Braeside Observatory and the U.S. Naval Observatory. T he da ta were plot ted such that 

thee I SNO I da ta mean matched the BO V da ta mean on .JD 2148548. No other ad jus tmen ts 

weree made and it is apparent t hat the decl ine slope in both V and / is similar. T he apparent 

sca t terr on each night is due to the supe rhumps which were present in each da ta set. 

T hee decl ine light curve of FF Peg (Fig. 8.2) has two components to it . Hie first was a 

sloww decl ine of 0.1 1 m a g s / d ay which lasted for ~ 17 days after max imum: then in one night 

aa rapid fall by ~0.6-0.8 mags, after which a much steeper decl ine of 0.28 mags /day occurred 

forr at least the next five days (days 18-23 after m a x i m u m ). This type of behavior, a slow-

decl inee direct ly after m a x i m u m, then an abrupt change to a steeper decline slope or a d ip. 

hass been seen in o ther superou tburs t ing s tars (Richter 1992) and is similar to. a l though of 

shor terr total t ime dura t ion, ou tburst decl ine light curves of X-ray novae such as Y404 ( 'ygni 

(Wagnerr et al. 1993). 

Night lyy light curves for Braeside Observatory and the F .S. Naval Observatory da ta are 

shownn in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4. Each night of d a ta was independent ly searched for the best fit 

per iodd to the supe rhumps by use of the P DM techn ique (Stel l ingwerf 1978). This per iod 

findingg method provides the user with a di rect ly measurab le \a error in the per iod, as well as 

usee of the F s ta t is t ic to give an overall confidence level to each period found. Table 8.5 lists 

thee results of the appl icat ion of the PDM techn ique to the 10F Peg data. Each period found, 

wit hh the except ion of that on 31 October 91. was significant at the > 99.9 ( \ L . The nightly 

da taa were combined and a fit was de te rmined for the ent i re da ta set. This provided a best 

fitfit  period, at a > 99.9 C.L.. of 2A .09  0.02. No stat ist iral ly significant difference was seen in 

thee s u p e r h u mp period between the V and / da ta sets. The supe rhump period de termined 

heree is in agreement with but provides a more precise est imate than those de termined earl ier 

byy Ka to and Takata (1992) and Howell and Fried (1992). 

Thee supe rhumps seen in Figs. N.3 and 8.4 show a sharp rise and slow decl ine throughout 

thee superoul burst. Also note ihe bumpy s t ruc tu re on ihe decline slope seen in mativ of t he 

supe rhumps.. These s t ruc tu res apparent ly remain at constant phase with respect to the 

humpss and not the b inary orbi t. Simi lar s t ruc tu res are seen in the supe rhumps observed 

forr SS I Mi (Chen tl al. 1991). Fur ther invest igat ions as to their cause are war ran ted. It. 
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Tablee 8.4: Comparison Stars for EF Peg" 

Star r 

a a 

b b 

f f 

w w 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

m6 6 
pg g 

10.22 2 

12.75 5 

14.95 5 

-13.5 5 

VVc c 

21.1 1 

15.3 3 
12.4 4 

15.4 4 

13.9 9 

12.9 9 

14.4 4 

12.2 2 

12.4 4 
aa These stars are marked on Fig. 

8.1. . 
bb nipg from Tsesevich et al. 1979. 
cc V mags are from CCD observa-

tionss by T. Kat o and T. Takata, 

priv.. comm. 
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Tablee 8.5: Superhump Period and Amplitude 

1'TT Date 

17 7 

IS S 

19 9 

20 0 
23 3 

24 4 

26 6 

27 7 

28 8 

29 9 

30 0 
31 1 

01' ' 

06 6 

P£i// (»ir) 

22 / 2.11 ' 

1 1 

2 2 

0 0 

1 1 

2.211 1 

6 6 
(f f 

5 5 

Amplitudee (pea 

0.10'' ' 

0.20 0 

0.25 5 

0.20 0 

0.25 5 

0.35 5 

0.20 0 

0.20 0 

0.20 0 

0.15 5 

0.17 7 

0.17 7 

0.34 4 

0.24 4 
aa Best (it ?sn = 2 hr. 

Noo apparent superhumps. 
cc BO / USNO superhump periods. 

Nott used in weighted mean best (it. 

Dataa obtained after slope change. 
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--
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199 Oct 1991 UT 

s s 

1 1 
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1 1 
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i i 

--
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3 3 

i i 

C C 

U U 

11 ? 

--
1.3 3 

,„ „ 

_ _ 

J J 

200 Oct 1991 UT 

''  . . " 

 " 

I I 

i i 

--

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Fig.. 8.3.— Braeside Observatory photoelectric photometry of EF Pegasi. See text for details. 
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USS NAVAL OBS 
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Fig.. 8.4. U.S. Naval Observatory CCD photometry of EF Pegasi. See text for details. 
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iss interesting to note that the superhump period remained constant throughout the decline, 

evenn after the rapid change in decline1 slope seen near J 1)2448000.5. Figure 8.5 shows the 

supcrhumpp period as a function of days after maximum. 

Recently,, Molnar and Kohulnicky (1992) tabulated some data on ('Vs showing super-

humpss in their light curves during superoutburst, derived a relation between the superhump 

period,, orbital period and the binary mass ratio, and discussed these implications in relation 

too current models of the cause of superhumps. They plotted the fractional superhump period 

excesss AP/P0 = (Ps - P0)/P0 against the orbital period, P0, and found a fairly good linear 

fit .. Based on the theoretical predictions for the cause of superhumps in models by White-

hurstt and King (1991), a plot of A P / P0 vs. q ( = A/-2/Mi ) was also shown and a significantly 

betterr linear fit was derived. 

Iff  we use linear fits to the data in Molnar and Kobulnicky (1992) and our determined 

superhumpp period of 2^.09 for EF Peg itself, we find a predicted orbital period of 5 

hourss and an approximate mass ratio of q = M2/M\ = 0.26. Using the equation from 

Pattersonn (1984) relating the secondary mass to the orbital period, 

^^ = 0 . 3 8 0 P ^Ü (8.1) 

(wheree P4 = the orbital period in hr/4), we can use q = 0.26 to give, for EF Peg, M2 ~ 

O.17M0,, and thus the white dwarf mass wil l be A/, = 0.65A1.;. 

Usingg the relation between absolute magnitude and orbital period derived by Warner 
(1987),, i.e., Mv (min) = 9.72 - 0.337P(/ir), which has a scatter of 0.7 magnitudes rms, we 
calculatee for EF Peg, Mv ~ 9.0. This gives a distance modulus. V - Mv = 9, and yields a 
distancee of ~600 pc. 

Inn recent years, Howell and Szkody (1990) have been studying a sample of dwarf novae 

(DN)) located at high galactic latitudes. They have found (Howell and Szkody 1990; Szkody 

andd Howell 1992) that some properties of these high latitude systems appear to be different 

fromm those of the usual group of galactic disk DN as listed, for example, in Patterson (1984). 

Onee of the differences noted by Howell and Szkody (1990) is that within their sample 

off  high latitude DN, systems which have short orbital periods, i.e., less than ~2 hr, show 

veryy large outburst amplitudes. The amplitudes are from 6 to 10 magnitudes (Howell and 

Szkodyy 1990), but the outbursts are of similar duration to the typical (non-superoul burst) 

DNN seen in the standard (galactic disk) systems. EF Peg has an amplitude of ~8 mags, a 

likelyy short orbital period, but is located at a low galactic latitude (bil = -23°). 

Szkodyy and Howell (1992) have determined absolute magnitudes and thus distances for 

somee of their high latitude, large-outburst amplitude systems. The stars show z distances 
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fromm about 100 to —1000 pc and absolute mags in the range of 7 tu almost 14. How-

ever,, t he three largest ou tburst amp l i t ude systems (A mag = 6-9) show the lowest intr insic 

br ightnessess (.V/L,'s of 10-13). thus possibly ind icat ing a relat ion between short orbi tal per iod, 

large-outburstt amp l i t ude, and low visual luminosity. If we consider the possibil i ty that FF 

Pegg may be more lik e the Howell and Szkody large-outburst sys tems, its M,. might be ~~ 1 1.5. 

leadingg to a d is tance of only ~250 pc. 

Wee have presented evidence which places FF Heg in the SI*  1'Ma subgroup of I ) . \ . 

Thiss is due to historical records and the presence of supe rhumps dur ing the October 1991 

superou tbu rs t.. Using the s u p e r h u mp period de te rmined here (2^.09 ) and the relat ions 

amongg PQ, / S , and <y given in Molnar and Kobulnicky (1992), we de te rm ine a likely orbi tal 

per iodd of 2;\Ü5  0.05 and q of 0.26. 

Wee would lik e to thank It. Mark Wagner and Ray Ber t ram for obta in ing and providing 

thee 'image of EF Peg used in Fig. 8.1. The P lane ta ry Science Ins t i tu te is a not-for-profit 

divisionn of Science Appl icat ions Internat ional Corp. This is PSI Cont r ibu t ion No. 301. 
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Fig.. 8.5.— The nightly superhump periods determined for EF Pegasi. The horizontal line 
iss the best fit value of 2/l.09. 


